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A NONCOMPACT CHOQUET THEOREM

G. A. EDGAR

ABSTRACT.    The-following noncompact analog of Choquet's theorem is

proved.   Let  £   be a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property, let  C

be a separable, closed, bounded, convex subset of E, and let a   be a point

in  C.   Then there is a probability measure p. on the universally measurable

sets in C   such that a   is the barycenter of p. and the set of extreme points

of  C  has  /¿-measure   1.

The Krein-Milman theorem states that every compact convex set C in a

locally convex space is the closed convex hull of its extreme points.   Cho-

quet's theorem (see [9]) is a strengthening of the Krein-Milman theorem in

the metrizable case:   if such a set  C is metrizable, then every point in  C

is the barycenter of a probability measure concentrated on the extreme points

of C.   Roughly speaking, this says that every point of C is an average of

extreme points.

C. Bessaga and A. Pefczynski [l] proved the following Krein-Milman-

like theorem: every closed bounded convex set C in a separable dual Ba-

nach space is the closed convex hull of its extreme points. R. Bourgin [2]

attempted to obtain a corresponding Choquet-type theorem.

J. Lindenstrauss [lO, Theorem 2] has recently improved the Bessaga-

PeVczynski theorem:   every closed bounded convex set C in a Banach space

with the Radon-Nikodym property is the closed convex hull of its extreme

points.   (According to [3], if a Banach space is a separable dual, or is weak-

ly complete and has a separable dual, or is reflexive, then it has the Radon-

Nikodym property; thus these three kinds of spaces are covered by the Lin-

denstrauss theorem.)   In the present paper, we prove the corresponding

Choquet-type theorem:   if such a set C is separable, then every point of C

is the barycenter of a probability measure concentrated on the extreme points

of C.
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The idea of the proof is very simple.   We begin with a point a in  C.   If

a is an extreme point, we are done; if not, then it can be written as a mid-

point a = Y2(a. + a2) of two distinct points of C.   Continue in this manner,

at each stage writing all nonextreme points in the average as midpoints of

two distinct points.    "Eventually" all points in the average will be extreme

points.   The complications in the proof arise when we try to make precise

the word "eventually" in the previous sentence.   The process must be re-

peated into the transfinite before it necessarily reaches the extreme points.

The proof is couched in probabilistic language; the relevant terminology and

notation can be found in [3].

1. Preliminaries.   If C is a convex set, and x £ C,  then x is called

an extreme point of C  iff there do not exist distinct points y, z £ C with

x = ]4(y + z).   The set of all extreme points of C will be denoted by  ex C.

Recall [3] that if a Banach space has the Radon-Nikodym property, then

bounded Bochner-integrable martingale sequences converge a.s.   It follows

from this that a bounded Bochner-integrable martingale on any countable ordi-

nal converges a.s.

If J  is a sigma-algebra on a set G, then a subset A of G is called

universally measurable [7, II.28.c] with respect to j   iff, for every probabil-

ity measure p on 3",  there exist Ay, A2 e 3' with A j Ç A Ç A2  and p(A  ) =

p(A2).   The set of all universally measurable sets is called the universal

completion oí f,  and is denoted by 11(5).  Note that UOlK?)) = Ti(íF).   A

sigma-algebra j  is called universal iff 1l(J") = 3".   A subset of a metric

space  C is simply called universally measurable if it belongs to IKS),

where S is the set of Borel sets of C.   If ÍR is a set of subsets of a set  G,

we will write  U(ÍK)  for the universal completion of the sigma-algebra gener-

ated by ÍR.   Finally, if /:   Gj —> G2  is measurable with respect to the sigma-

algebras J y   and 3"2,  then it is measurable with respect to 11(3",) and

iKy2).

2. Main theorem.

Theorem.    Let E  be a Banach space with the Radon-Nikodym property,

and let C be a closed, bounded, separable, convex set in E.    Then ¡or every

a £ C,   there is a probability measure p on the universally measurable sub-

sets of C such that a = Jxdp(x)   as a Bochner integral, and p(ex C) = 1.

In particular,   C  is the closed convex hull of ex G.

Proof.   Let ÎÎ denote the first uncountable ordinal and G = ÍO, 1}Ü   the
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set of iî-sequences of O's  and   l's. For each ordinal  a<fl,  let Ra=\p e

G:   p(a) = 0\.   Put the product measure P on G from the measure which as-

signs Yi to each element of Í0, l!-   The sigma-algebra on G will be j =

USß/3:   /S < fi!, the universal completion of the product sigma-algebra.   For

a< Ü, define the sub-sigma-algebra íFa = IliRa:   ß < a}.   If  a < ß < fí,  then

îaÇ 5ß.   In particular 3rn = 10, G\.

Now C  is a Polish space, so D = Kx, y)£CxC:   x 4 y\ is also a

Polish space.   Define  h:   D —• C by  h(x, y) = l/2(x + y).   Thus h is contin-

uous, so (by an easy corollary [6, Corollary 3] of von Neumann's selection

theorem [8, Lemma 5Í) its image C\ex C  is a universally measurable (indeed,

analytic) set, and there is a universally measurable section /:   C\ex C —» D

of h.   Define / on ex C by fix) = (x, x),  so that / is a universally measur-

able function  C -^ C x C.   Let /Q, f y  be the two components of /,  so that

f(x) = ( fQ(x), f y(x)).   Thus /0  and /,   are universally measurable functions

C —> C and for all x £ C,  we have x = lAifQix) + fyix)).   Also,  /Q(x) = x  if

and only if fyix) = x if and only if x £ ex C.   (L. H. Loomis has used a de-

vice similar to this in connection with the compact Choquet theorem [5].)

We will next define inductively a random variable X a:   G —* C for each

ordinal a < Q,  so that

(1) E[Xy\^ß] = Xß       for/3<y<fi.

Define Xn(p) = zz for all feG.   Then (1) is true for y = 0.   If Xa is defined

and (1) is true for y = a.,  define

Now ip £G:   p(a) = fj| = Ra e$¿+,   and Xa.is 3ra-measurable, so Xa+1  is

J a+j-measurable.   Furthermore, if A e3:a,  then AQ = \p £ A:   p(a) = 0| and

Ay = \p £ A:   p(a) = lj each have half the measure of A,  so

0     "' ' ■'Ay "a+1   "
íAX^dP-ÍA0X^dP+fAiX^dP

-IA    fo9**»+IAlfl*Xa=   1       L °X_dP +   I       f, °X„dP

\   L /o  °Xa^ + 5    f, /l ° *a¿P =   I  X>,2 Ja '°      a        2 Ja n      o. Ja

i.e., E[Xa+ jJÏJ = Xa.   Finally, if ß < a, then
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Thus (1) holds for y = a + 1.   Now suppose that a is a limit ordinal, that

Xy is defined for y < a,  and that (1) holds for y < a.   By (1), ( Xy ) y < a is

a martingale, so Xa= limy       X    exists a.s.   Now Xa is measurable with

respect to 3"a,  so (1) holds with ß = y = a.   If ß < a,  then for A  e 3"«,  we

have, by the dominated convergence theorem for Bochner integrals [4, Theo-

rem 7.5.9],

h X«dP = £ma I Xr ̂ P ■ £™ /a VP = /a XßdP'

so that (1) holds for ß < a = y.   This completes the definition of the Xa by

induction.   Note that ß = 0 in (1) yields

r
(2) )XadP = a

tot all a < O.

We will next prove that there is an ordinal 7/ < fi such that Xß = X     a.s.

for all ß > 77.   Let </>:   C—» R be a bounded, universally measurable, strictly

convex function.   (In fact, since  C is separable, there is such a cp  which is

continuous; cf. [9, p. 20].)   Define if/:   C^R by ■>(*) = lAcpif0ix)) +

Vicpif yix)).   Then i/z(x) > cpix) with equality if and only if x £ ex C.   Now

f<P°XadP< fiJJ°XadP

-3   ftofrjOXaJP + ï  f<t>°fl°Xa<lP=  ft^andP-

Thus  \)<P°Xa,dp)a<a is a nondecreasing fl-sequence of real numbers, so it

is eventually constant, i.e., there is an ordinal 77 < iî  with   (cp aXodP =

/çSoX^ ziP for all ß > r).   Thus fifjoXT]dP= fcpoX^dP,  so if, oX^ = tp oX^

a.s., and thus X^(p) e ex C a.s.   But if X   (p) £ ex C,  then X^(p) = X^ip)

for all ß>T],  so X^= X     a.s.  for all /3 > rj-

Let /i  be the distribution of X      i.e., for every universally measurable

subset  T of  C,  define piT) = P\p £ G:   X   (p) £ T\.   Thus p is a probability

measure, zx(ex C) = 1,  and /x dpix) = f X   dP = a by (2).

3.   Additional remarks.   Clearly the methods used to prove the theorem

can be used in other circumstances as well.   The three crucial ingredients

are:   (i) the section /, (ii) the martingale convergence theorem, and (iii) the

strictly convex function </>.   All of them are available, for example, in the

situation of Choquet's theorem itself (i.e., a compact, convex, metrizable sub-

set of a locally convex space).   Now, (i) is available for any Polish convex

set in a locally convex space.   Also, (iii) is available in any strictly convex-
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ifiable Banach space (let </> be the square of a strictly convex norm). The

reader can probably think of other situations where one or more of the three

conditions is satisfied.

I have been unable to generalize the theorem to nonseparable sets  C.

The difficulty is in obtaining a replacement for condition (i).   It is conceiv-

able that for nonseparable  C,  the set  ex C might fail to be universally mea-

surable; in  that  case, some generalized notion of a measure being supported

by  ex C may be needed, as in the compact case [9, §4].   Or, some smaller

sigma-algebra may be appropriate, such as the sigma-algebra generated by

the dual space E* of the Banach space E; measures on this sigma-algebra

need not have separable support.
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